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Easy ways to market your business in a world gone mobile.

Hello and welcome to 8 Mobile Marketing Strategies for  
Small Business: Easy ways to market your business  
in a world gone mobile.
 
Marketing has gone mobile and this change represents great opportunities for small 
business.

The ‘third-screen’ revolution is about dramatic technological and behavioural 
change. The implications, strategies and tactics to survive and thrive in business in a 
world gone mobile have altered the way that we can communicate with customers.

The television allowed companies to send ads directly to consumers’ living rooms 
and the computer allowed us to start interacting with our customers. The third 
screen (mobile devices) changes the game in an even more radical way. 

The birth of mobile-commerce is about more than using the phone to pay for 
something. It is revolutionising the entire buying process based on location. 

This eBook, sponsored by Optus Business, looks at how the age of the smartphone 
and now the tablet – is changing the nature of marketing.

Regardless of where buyers are located, and whether they’re purchasing or just 
browsing, companies need to come up to speed on how to reach them. 

We trust that this essential guide helps your business to keep up, and blast ahead, in 
a world gone mobile.

Enjoy, and I look forward to your feedback.

Sincerely,

Suzi Dafnis
Community Director
Australian Businesswomen’s Network

P.S. Visit our website to download more great eBooks.

mailto:info%40abn.org.au?subject=
http://www.abn.org.au
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Lauri Lassila, SL Interactive 

Know What You Want    
Every successful SMS competition or trade promotion campaign starts with careful 
planning. Before you proceed, define exactly what your business objectives are and 
clearly identify how you will engage with your target audience.    

Here are some specific business benefits to consider:  

•	 Generate leads and sales  

•	 Drive traffic to: stores, online, mobile site, Facebook etc.  

•	 Increase brand equity  

•	 Engage and delight customers  

•	 Grow fan base, generate opt-ins and subscribers  

•	 Gain user data and insight 

•	 Collect consumer generated content    

Take your time to define key objectives and be realistic and specific about your goals before 
you launch. 

Keep It Simple    
If you are looking to maximise the number of contest entries, keep things as simple as 
possible. SMS contests can have different barriers to entry depending on the format of 
the entry.    

Asking people to MMS videos or images demand more time and attention and have the 
highest barrier to entry as compared to a simple call-to-action with just one word. For 
example: ‘SMS the word APP to 0400 733 733’, is easy to action.    

Use Autoresponders To Your Advantage    
Autoresponse messages provide not only an excellent opportunity to thank users for 
engaging with your campaign, but they are also great in driving traffic your way. Every 
campaign should take full advantage of this function with a clear call-to-action that you 
can measure.

How to Use  
Contests Effectively  
for Mobile Engagement

[ ]1#
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Only Use Approved Promotion Systems    
If your competition has a random draw element in it, you will have to comply with 
Lottery Authorities. Providers, such as SL Interactive, have an approved Electronic 
Drawing System by all relevant Australian Gaming and Lottery Authorities.

[ ]
lauri lassila
SL Interactive 

Web: http://slinteractive.com.au 
Twitter: @slinteractive 
Phone: 03 9016 0442

SL Interactive is a specialist provider of interactive messaging services and solutions. 
They provide mobile advertising and messaging services for media companies, 
broadcasters, advertising agencies and organisations.     

Sl Interactive messaging gateways and government-approved drawing systems are 
used directly by a number of digital agencies to support some of Australia’s largest 
campaigns and brands, such as: Coca-Cola, Cadbury, Clinique, KIA, AFL, Mrs Mac’s, Ice 
Break, Glue Store, Bega, Sydney FC and the Melbourne Storm.    

Specialties include Consumer Promotions, Mobile Marketing campaigns, SMS and Email 
services, Mobile Web Apps, Mobile sites and content optimisation for mobile.

http://slinteractive.com.au
http://twitter.com/slinteractive
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Andrew Jacob, Snakk Media 

Location-based marketing
Location-based marketing is most suited to businesses where locality has some relevance 
either from a product or a customer segmentation perspective. Obviously for a retail 
business with specific store locations, it’s simpler to understand. Or you may have a 
product such as suncream, and you decide that the location-aware relevance is anyone 
who is near a beach on a sunny day.  

The other question is where do your customers come from?  If you have a specialty store 
that people travel large distances to visit, location-based marketing may not be as relevant. 
However if you are a convenience-based business, location becomes a lot more relevant.

Prominent mobile apps such as Facebook, Foursquare and Twitter all have location-
aware check-in as part of their functionality. There are also local start-ups such as Roamz 
& Quickerfeet. In the future, you will increasingly see more and more group buying sites 
adopting this approach. They’re already aggregating thousands of deals and starting to 
make them more location-relevant.

Because smartphones vary in their location accuracy, there’s no point doing location-
based targeting where your proximity is in metres. You need to cast a narrow enough net 
to get the distinct advantage of that specific location, without being so narrow that you 
don’t get a high enough volume of people. 

It is a challenge to reach a huge audience, especially using only one application.  Snakk Media 
is about to roll out a tool that aggregates different applications, providing location-aware ads 
and promotions, which can be used either independently of the app or within each platform.

Creating a Location-based Campaign
To create and run a location-based campaign, businesses can either approach a specialist 
mobile aggregator like Snakk Media or engage with self-service platforms like Facebook, 
Google and Foursquare. It is worthwhile researching the different platforms and finding 
out what tools are the most beneficial.

Location-based marketing can also be conducted through search, where users have 
allowed a search provider such as Google to access their location information. You 

Location, Location, 
Location

[ ]2#
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can also combine this with the phone’s other capabilities. If you are searching for a 
restaurant, for example, not only will it show restaurants in close proximity, but will also 
provide a phone number to that you can click and call directly from your handset. 

When location-based marketing is combined with other native features of the device, it 
becomes very immediate: a direct response tool for finding the solution to a personal 
request and taking action to solve it.

[ ]
andrew jacob
Snakk Media 

Web: www.snakkmedia.com
Twitter: @snakkmobilenews

Snakk is an end-to-end mobile technology specialist that creates rich media (video, 
animation, audio) advertising campaigns targeted to people’s smartphones and tablets. 

Snakk Media has run over 200 successful mobile media campaigns, with A-list clients 
including global brands such as Intel, Pepsi, Mitsubishi, Kraft Food and Ralph Lauren.

http://www.snakkmedia.com
http://twitter.com/snakkmobilenews
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Trish Rock, Strategic Business Apps 

The world has gone mobile! More and more people now use their smart phones to search 
for things on the go rather than sitting in front of computers at home or in the office.    

Each day, over 650,000 Android phones are being activated, plus all the new networks 
coming on board with the Apple iPhones. Combined, that is one million smart phones 
being turned on daily.    

Mobile apps are here, and will increasingly become a vital element in the total marketing 
plan for businesses as customers are looking for convenience, ease and instant results 
while on the move in their busy lives.    

What Are Mobile Apps for Business?    
A mobile application is a way for clients to connect with you quickly and easily through 
their mobile device. Unlike a game app, which is purely for pleasure, a business app 
provides value to your existing clients, and is an easy way for you to gain new clients, 
loyalty and sales.    

The Benefits to Your Clients: 

•	 Fast one-tap connection to your information, offers, website, location map and  
contact details which they can access any time, right in the palm of their hand

•	 Easily readable content designed to fit the screen on their phone unlike many 
websites they may browse  

•	 The ability to interact with your business while they are on-the-go  

•	 Opportunities to share your info with their friends - create social buzz and  
gain loyalty rewards

•	 Special offers only available to app holders    

The Benefits to Your Business:

•	 Cost savings by leveraging your current website investment through increased  
visits by app holders 

The Benefits of Mobile  
Phone Applications

[ ]3#
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•	 Maximisation of your Social Media investment with automatic linking to your 
Facebook and Twitter accounts 

•	 Easy database collection and lead generation

•	 Opportunity to offer discounts and coupons via the app  

•	 Ability to send push notifications through the app (97% open rate)  

•	 GPS capabilities, QR code options, podcasts, Youtube channel and voice message 
recording capabilities

There are several choices when it comes to getting into the mobile market arena but not all 
of them will suit your business. The best strategy is to create a plan of the exact benefits and 
features you want in an app (the only limits are your imagination), then you will have a better 
understanding of what results you are looking for when you approach an app developer to 
discuss your needs.

[ ]
trish rock
Strategic Business Apps

Web: www.strategicbusinessapps.com
Phone: 0403 489 013 
Facebook: StrategicBusinessApps 

Trish Rock is a professional app developer and assists businesses with mobile marketing 
through mobile applications as part of their customer loyalty and business building 
strategy. Also a salon consultant, with 30 years experience in the Industry, Trish teaches 
business uniqueness, client attraction and success marketing.    

Discover how a uniquely designed app will benefit your business by increasing your 
number of customers AND the number of times they spend with you.   

If you are interested in a uniquely designed mobile app for your business you can 
request a FREE consultation and demo app though the website.

http://www.strategicbusinessapps.com
https://www.facebook.com/StrategicBusinessApps
http://strategicbusinessapps.com
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Joel Shapcott, View 9 Technologies 

Why does my business need a mobile site? 
A recent study by Cisco suggests that mobile data traffic will increase by a factor of 18 
by 2016. Another study by Street Fight suggests that 33% of searches for local business 
comes from a mobile device.  

“The notion of a trading catchment area is a decades long concept - really understanding 
where your customers come from - and it’s important to know where your business falls. 
When you think about advertising, and particularly location-based advertising, going 
forward, this notion of a trading or catchment area, is going to be critical.” - Dr. Phil 
Hendrix of immr 

So you’ve come to the realisation that your business needs a mobile website. Where do 
you go from here? Let’s look at the options.     

Responsive vs Adaptive (separate mobile site)  
A responsive website is the same website as the one you would view on your PC, except it 
has been programmed to detect the size of the screen and rearrange, scale and optimise 
the site for any sized screen. A responsive website will provide the best user experience 
and also has the least amount of maintenance, i.e. no duplicate programming for the main 
site and the mobile site. 

Adaptive mobile websites are simply a redirect to a completely different mobile site, 
dedicated for a mobile phone, the drawbacks of an adaptive mobile website is that there 
is extra maintenance and they don’t cater for tablets.

What factors should I consider when building my mobile site? 
It’s important to cater for your visitors that may be in areas of poor mobile reception. Your 
mobile-optimised site should have minimal images, be built using HTML5, with artwork 
and styling rendered in the browser. This will decrease the page size and eliminate 
frustration of your potential customers waiting for your page to load, and therefore 
increase your chances of conversion or being contacted by the visitor.    

Why Your Business 
Needs a Mobile Website

[ ]4#
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Mobile Websites vs Native Apps
Both have their place in the world. A mobile website is better suited to people making 
searches for your business via search engines, whereas a native app generally has a 
specific purpose and needs to be marketed separately via its respective app stores.

[ ]
joel shapcott
View 9 Technologies

Web:  www.view9.com.au 
Twitter:  @view9tech
Phone:  07 3122 6832
Blog:  view9.com.au/blog
Facebook:  View9technologies 

View9 specialises in responsive web design, mobile app development for iPhone, 
iPad and Android, and development of applications for websites and the cloud. View 
9 focuses on the latest design trends from Europe and the USA, featuring the latest 
technologies including HTML5 and CSS3.

http://www.view9.com.au
http://twitter.com/View9tech
http://www.view9.com.au/blog
http://www.facebook.com/View9technologies
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Aliza Sherman, Tech for Humans

I’m a fan of QR codes or “real-world hyperlinks” as a business marketing tool. QR codes 
are 2-dimensional bar codes that represent data such as a website URL, a phone number, 
or other content. Using a QR code reader app on your smartphone, you can scan these 
codes through your phone’s camera and the reader interprets the code.

Why would you want to use QR codes? By placing a QR code in strategic places and with 
mobile-friendly destinations, others can interact with you and your company in new 
ways. Your customer or potential customer can receive information or provide you with 
information immediately via their smartphones. Scanning a QR code on a product can be 
faster and easier than typing out a URL.

Where would you put a QR code? Here are three places to put 
them to start:

1. 1. Business cards and marketing collateral
Lead people to a mobile-friendly business site that highlights who you are and what 
you do. Your QR code can lead people to a simple form where they can sign up to receive 
your enewsletter. A QR code can open up a Google Map to your retail store or restaurant.

2. 2. Print advertising 
If you are still buying ads, you can augment your ad and create instant interactivity by 
adding a QR code. You could include a mobile-friendly quiz or get people to enter their 
contact information for a free sample or free consultation. You can offer a coupon for a 
discount.

3. 3. Product packaging 
From books to product packaging and even promotional items, QR codes can provide 
additional value to help close a sale or provide customer service. There’s a QR code on 
the back of my book Mom, Incorporated. If someone picks up our book at the bookstore, 
they can scan the code and see a video of my co-author Danielle Smith and me talking 
about why we wrote the book.

Practical  
Uses for QR Codes

[ ]5#
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There are many ways to generate QR codes. Here are two:
1. Look at Bit.ly. When you create a short URL through bit.ly, just add .qr at the end, 
and you’ll see a corresponding QR code for that link. Bit.ly produces standard black and 
white QR codes, and because they are based on a short URL, they are often less dense 
and comples so easier to reproduce and read.

2. Try Paperlinks for QR codes on printed materials like invitations and 
announcements. Each “Paperlink” leads to a modular mobile site that you can change 
the content people see when they scan your code. QR codes aside, if you are looking 
for a drag and drop solution for a mobile site, Paperlinks could work well for you.

The main thing to remember about using QR codes are to make sure the action or 
destination the code triggers is mobile-friendly. And rethink simply sending someone 
to your main website once they scan your code. Look for something more action-
oriented or easier to consume on a smartphone than having to navigate through an 
entire site.

Got questions about QR codes? Let me know how I can help.

[ ]
aliza sherman
YourDigitalDiva.com

Web:  www.yourdigitaldiva.com 
Twitter:  @alizasherman 
Blog:  www.alizasherman.com/blog

Aliza Sherman is a web and social mobile pioneer, an international keynote speaker, 
author of nine books, and a digital strategist since 1992.

Aliza provides high-level and nitty gritty strategic digital consulting to companies and 
nonprofit organizations, often with a focus on the women’s market and cause-related 
efforts.

In addition to starting the first woman-owned Internet company in the early 90s, 
Cybergrrl, Inc., she has been writing, speaking and consulting about social media since 
2006 and social mobile marketing since 2010. She is also well known for her expertise 
on women’s technology and business issues.

Her latest books are The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Crowdsourcing and Mom, Incorporated.

http://www.yourdigitaldiva.com
http://twitter.com/alizasherman
http://www.alizasherman.com/blog
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Suzi Dafnis, Australian Businesswomen’s Network

Smart phones and tablets have made it possible for us to watch videos, listen to 
podcasts, read eBooks and consume information while ‘on the go’.

Here are four considerations for mobile content.

1. Attention Spans Are Short
The long newsletter or eDM won’t get the same traction on a mobile device as it does on 
a computer. 

When people read your news whilst doing something else, it’s important to keep 
the message short and the content easy to navigate. If there’s an action to take e.g. 
“Download the eBook” or “Register for our Event” then these calls to action should 
appear early in the copy and jump off the virtual page.

Avoid multiple messages and calls to action on the one (small) page. Keep the copy clear 
and simple.

2. Apps Should Do Stuff
The most popular applications compel the user to do something - to capture a moment, 
to pin a favourite photo, to post a quote, to write a review.

An application that simply aggregates your existing content (e.g eNews or blog feeds) 
may get some subscribers when you first launch it, but people are unlikely to keep using 
it unless it has some utility. 

What can you build into your application that will make it useful?

Here are a couple of ideas:

•	 A small business accountant could provide simple budget templates or  
financial analyser.

•	 A business coach could provide a template to use to fill out your business goals.

[ ]6#
Four Ways to Create 
Compelling Content  
for Mobile Consumption
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3. Build Interactivity Into the Experience
The ability to share, comment, forward etc., ought to be built into the user interface, 
whether it’s for an app, your website, or even an email. Keep the number of steps 
needed to achieve a result, to a minimum.

If yours is a complex lead generation or sales process create a mini process that gets 
the client closer to where you need them to be to make a decision.

4. Location Can Play A Part
Applications like Foursquare are built around location. Your customer experience can 
also take your customer location into play if location matters to your business. e.g. 
Ensure you’re business is listed on local area guides, local community listings, Google 
Places, True Local - anywhere where the clients search may include a physical location. 
Even if you are an online business, adding your suburb to directories can make you 
seem more relevant to someone who specifically wants to work with a local business.

Additionally, your clients can access your content in many more locations if you make it 
available to them in other media. e.g. can a  presentation be created as an audio file so 
that it can be listened to while at the gym or walking? Could you share your expertise 
in a precise eBook that is designed to display beautifully on a tablet and contains links 
back to your valuable products and services?

Finally, people can, and will, move quickly from screen to screen. With the swipe of a 
couple of fingers people can move from your content on to something else, and not 
come back. What will keep them focused on your content? Look to provide relevant 
and engaging information that is updated often.

[ ]
suzi dafnis
Australian Businesswomen’s Network

Web: www.abn.org.au
Twitter:  @suzidafnis
Phone:  1300 720 120
Blog:  herBusiness Blog
Facebook:  AustralianBusinesswomensNetwork

Suzi Dafnis is the Community Director of the Australian Businesswomen’s Network (ABN), 
which provides online training, mentoring and resources for businesswomen. Suzi has 
spoken to groups across the world on the subjects of technology, doing business online, 
social media, mentoring, entrepreneurship, networking and online communities.

Suzi was an early adopter in Australia of innovative marketing techniques such as pay-
per-view and web-based seminars and Internet marketing. Today the ABN is recognised 
as a leader in the use of social media for business.

http://www.abn.org.au
http://twitter.com/SuziDafnis
https://www.facebook.com/AustralianBusinesswomensNetwork
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Prue Pike, Talk Social Media

Is your product or brand experience shareworthy?
You’re lying on your favourite beach, great book in hand, waves crashing gently, calming 
the corporate soul with your significant other beside you. In a word, bliss. The book is 
great. What do you do next? You take out your mobile phone and take photos of this 
“perfect” moment in time. Why? Well because you want to “share” with the world that 
you are having the time of your life! 

This is something that as a traveller I often do, and as a consultant for the travel and 
tourism industry we see as an integral part of the holiday experience. This does not stop 
at holidays. People naturally want to share their experiences with the world whether it 
is their train trip to work each day or the designs on top of their latte (Instagram hosted 
#latteart day not so long ago) or their experiences as a mother and businesswoman.  
People want to share.

The beautiful thing about social media in 2012 is that sharing your life with your friends, 
family and the rest of the world has never been easier.  We are a connected society, 
who not only love to share, but also love to learn about others’ experiences and make 
decisions based on recommendations from our friends, family and even that random 
stranger who happens to recommend the place that serves the best coffee two blocks 
from your work.  

The world is connected, and we as businesswomen need to be aware of what experience 
we are offering our clients.  Are we making our experiences “shareworthy”?  In the travel 
and tourism industry the holiday experience that a guest has on our tour, in our hotel, 
at our attraction or at our event is critical.  We want guests to share and ideally we want 
what they share to be positive.  

Most of our population has a mobile phone ready to create content, take photos, create 
videos, have an opinion, be heard, and share.  

User-Generated Content 
for Social Networks

[ ]7#
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5 things to consider when using social networks to create  
user-generated content:

1. Identify the experience your customers (current and potential) could share, and 
offer exceptional products and customer service.

2. Make your customers and your staff aware of your chosen social networks: verbally, 
through your website, e-newsletters and all communication e.g. Facebook, Twitter, 
TripAdvisor, Pinterest.

3. Offer rewards and incentives (and entertainment where possible).

4. Always have a presence on your social networks to offer encouragement, answer 
questions and respond to feedback.  

5. A picture paints a thousand words!

[ ]
prue pike
Talk Social Media

Web: www.talksocialmedia.com.au
Twitter: @TalkSM
Phone: 0421 328 927
Facebook: TalkSocialMedia

Prue has extensive experience with over 20 years in the tourism sector, both nationally 
and internationally. Prue’s knowledge extends from front line operations to business 
development, marketing, social media and the online environment. She holds a 
Bachelor of Business Degree, majoring in Marketing, is a Professional Member of the 
Australian Institute of Management, Justice of the Peace and... has driven a truck solo 
across Iran!

As founder of Talk Social Media, Prue works with Travel and Tourism businesses to 
enhance and grow business through social media marketing to produce tangible 
results. Prue’s passion is Travel, Tourism and enhancing our lives by connecting through 
Social Media.

http://www.talksocialmedia.com.au
http://twitter.com/talksm
http://www.facebook.com/TalkSocialMedia
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Lauri Lassila, SL Interactive

Create a Genuine Value Offering    
Your customers need to feel that they are getting something that others aren’t when you 
approach them with an SMS. Your value offering needs to be compelling and it needs 
to be well timed. As a rule of thumb, ask yourself if you were interested in receiving and 
taking action on the SMS yourself?  If the answer is yes, you are very likely to enjoy a 
great response rate. If the answer is no, you might wish to reconsider the value offering 
in the message. 

Good SMS content can come in the form of freebies, discounts, mobile coupons, 
reminders, links to free applications, competition entries, mobile video, alerts etc. Just 
sending out a vague sale alert tends to come across as spam and will most likely result in 
an opt out.    

Use Your Business Name as the Sender    
Displaying the business name as the sender of the message makes your communication 
look and feel professional. Remember that since it’s not a number, recipients cannot 
reply to it so you still have to have an opt-out method in your message.     

Don’t Forget Call-to-Action    
Always engage your customer by adding a call-to-action. You can use SMS keywords to 
have people reply to the message or you can guide them to a mobile optimised site, ask 
them respond with a phone call etc. Use verbs like go, see, click, reply and call.    

Aim to Measure Your Success    
Having a specific call-to-action is essential, but it should also be measurable. With SMS & 
Email Messenger Pro you can easily track the success of your delivery, such as how many 
people received your message and how many people opted-out. These statistics are a 
good guideline as to how successful your campaign is, but there are many additional 
measurement techniques that you could use.    

If you have included a short URL in your SMS, you should always track how many clicks 
that link is generating.

SMS and MMS  
Marketing Tips

[ ]8#
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3. Communicate Consistently
SMS works exceptionally well when you maintain a consistent line of communication 
with your customers. As a general guide line you should aim to communicate with your 
customers on a monthly basis. During peak times you may increase this to once every 
fortnight and then scale it down again during a slow season.

lauri lassila
SL Interactive 

SL Interactive is a specialist provider of interactive messaging services and solutions. They 
provide mobile advertising and messaging services for media companies, broadcasters, 
advertising agencies and organisations.     

SL Interactive messaging gateways and government-approved drawing systems are used 
directly by a number of digital agencies to support some of Australia’s largest campaigns 
and brands, such as: Coca-Cola, Cadbury, Clinique, KIA, AFL, Mrs Mac’s, Ice Break, Glue 
Store, Bega, Sydney FC and the Melbourne Storm.    

Specialties include Consumer Promotions, Mobile Marketing campaigns, SMS and Email 
services, Mobile Web Apps, Mobile sites and content optimisation for mobile.

[ ]Web: http://slinteractive.com.au 
Twitter: @slinteractive 
Phone: 03 9016 0442

http://slinteractive.com.au
http://twitter.com/slinteractive
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Optus is right  
behind the  
Australian 
Businesswomen’s 
Network.
Communications are the life line of any successful business. The new digital 
economy has opened up many opportunities - and it isn’t just something that 
benefits large business.

For small businesses the advancement in technology, communications and digital 
solutions opens up opportunities to reach new customers – whether it be through 
email, the office telephone, your Smartphone or the internet connection for your 
office; having the right technology provider behind you is essential to the success of 
your business.

In this new digital economy, never has this been so important for small business.

Buzz words such as the ‘Cloud’ and ‘Cloud computing’ have also become ubiquitous 
with this new economy but…what is the Cloud? How can it benefit my business? 
And is it right for me?

Optus has worked closely with the Australian Businesswomen’s Network to help you 
harness the power of these new technologies and how they benefit your business.

Optus OfficeApps, is a new portfolio of cloud services for Small & Medium 
Businesses. It is designed for growing businesses, frustrated with how time 
consuming it is to manage and maintain their IT systems. It provides online email, 
collaboration, back up and security solutions that take the hard work out of 
operating a business, so you can focus more on growth rather than support.

Unlike other cloud-based solutions, Optus Office Apps provides migration 
assistance, up to 24/7 support, as and when you need it. For more information about 
Optus OfficeApps, please visit optusbusiness.com.au/officeapps.

Optus is a proud partner of the Australian Businesswomen’s Network and we look 
forward to continuing to work together to deliver members solutions and relevant 
information that will help grow and support your business.

To find out more about Optus Business, visit us at www.optusbusiness.com.au.

http://www.optusbusiness.com.au/officeapps
http://www.optusbusiness.com.au
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Advertise in the Business Directory so that you can:
•	 Grow your network 
•	 Attract new customers 
•	 Get referrals
•	 Save money with offers and specials 
•	 Promote your business 
•	 Make sales

SAVE $100! Call 1300 720 120 today.
Normally: $245 for 12 months. Use easyoptus and pay  
just $145. Limited time offer. Act now.

The Australian Businesswomen’s Network offers the promotional reach of an advertising agency at just a 
fraction of the cost.

In addition to world-class business training and networking opportunities, the ABN offers you the 
opportunity to be a part of the Businesswomen’s Business Directory - a listing of the Who’s Who of Australian 
women in business.

Use Promo Code:  easyoptus at checkout when you book your Directory 
Profile Advertisement and you’ll save $100 off the full price.

GeT new 
CUsTOmeRs

DisCOUnTs 
AnD sPeCiALs

Be Found...
in a virtual Who’s Who in the Australian business world!

SAVE $100!
when you use
PROMO Code:
easyoptus

Get Started >>

http://www.abn.org.au/the-businesswomens-directory
http://www.abn.org.au/the-businesswomens-directory
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Easy ways to market your business in a world gone mobile.

Copyright ©2012 by The Australian Businesswomen’s Network

All rights reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced - mechanically, 
electronically, or by any other means, including photocopying - without written 
permission from the publisher.

Individual posts by guest contributors remain the copyright of those contributors.

Australian Businesswomen’s Network
PO Box 122
Rosebery  NSW  1445
Australia

Phone: 1300 720 120
Web: www.abn.org.au

http://www.abn.org.au
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